
Part One:  The Chemistry of Life



Chemistry is the study of 
matter and its changes.  
Organisms obtain and 
use many chemicals
The metabolism of 
organisms involves 
many chemical reactions
To understand all of the 
biological processes 
occurring in organism 
we need to study 
chemistry. 



An element is one particular type of atom or a 
group of atoms of the same type.

All of the different elements are listed on The 
Periodic Table of the Elements
Elements are identified by the number of protons in 
one atom of that element.

Each atom of a particular type of element has the same 
specific number of protons.  This never changes!

An element cannot be broken down into a 
simpler substance by ordinary chemical means.
Examples of elements include hydrogen, 
oxygen, carbon, gold, aluminum and copper



91 naturally occurring elements found on Earth.
25 of these are found in organisms.
96% of all atoms found in humans are from only 
4 types of elements.

Carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen
The remaining 4% of all atoms found in humans 
are from the elements calcium, phosphorus, 
potassium, sulfur, sodium, and other trace 
elements.  

Trace elements are elements found in humans in 
really small amounts.

Examples include iron and chromium.  





Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Sodium
Chlorine
Iron
Sulfur
Calcium
Potassium
Chromium 
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Resource used by scientists around the world
Organizes and provides information about the 
different elements
Arranges elements in order of increasing 
atomic number





All elements are given an official symbol
Abbreviation of the element name
1, 2, or 3 letters

Elements are assigned a 3 letter symbol until 
officially named

Some Periodic Tables use color to help 
identify characteristics of elements
The elements are grouped according to 
their physical and chemical properties

Left to right based on atomic number
With a few exceptions, atomic mass is in the 
same order as atomic number.



The organization of the Periodic Table is based 
on properties of the elements

Vertical columns are also called families or groups
Each group or family is identified by a number and a 
name.  
Atoms in the same column have the same number of 
electrons in their outer most energy level of shell.  

The same number of valence electrons
Because of this they all have similar properties or 
characteristics

Horizontal rows are called periods
Atoms in the same period have the same number of 
energy levels – this relates to how the electrons are 
organized.  



Atoms are the basic unit of all matter.   
Matter – anything that has mass and takes up space
Atomic Theory – all matter is made of atoms 

Atoms have a neutral charge
Have at least one proton and at least one electron
Have the same number of protons and electrons

All physical things are composed of atoms
If it has a chemical formula it is composed of atoms, 
if it doesn’t have a chemical formula it is not 
composed of atoms

Wood, water, gas, air, light, wind, electricity?



Six sextillion atoms!
6,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 atoms



All atoms share the same basic structure
This structure was developed by Niels Bohr

Atoms are made up of three types of particles 
called subatomic particles

Protons
Electrons
Neutrons 

Atomic nucleus



Protons
Found in the nucleus of atoms

Atomic nucleus is the center region of atoms
Positive charge (+)
Mass of 1.7 x 10-27kg
The number of protons identifies the atom.  
Proton number is an atom’s atomic number

This number can be found on the periodic table



Number of protons in an atom
Elements are arranged in order of increasing 
atomic number on the Periodic Table
All atoms of the same kind of element always 
have the same number of protons and therefore 
the same atomic number.  



Neutrons
Found in the atomic nucleus.
Neutral charge (o)
Mass is 1.7 x 10-27kg

Same as a proton
Different isotopes of atoms are determined by the 
number of neutrons found in the atom

Neutron number can be determined by rounding the 
atomic mass to the nearest whole number and 
subtracting from it the atomic number.  



The average mass of an atom  of a element. 
Expressed in atomic mass units (amu)

1.7 x 10 -27kg = 1 amu
Calculated by adding together the number of 
protons and neutrons in the nucleus of an 
atom.  

Electrons have very little mass.  Their mass is not 
counted in the atomic mass.   



The atomic mass number is the number of 
protons and neutrons in the nucleus of an atom
This is usually a decimal number on the 
Periodic Table

It is a decimal due to the averaging of all isotopes of 
elements to determine the average atomic mass

To determine the number of neutrons use the 
following equation:

Mass Number (rounded) – Atomic Number = neutron number
(**** This gives you the neutron number of the most common 
isotope of the element)



(rounded mass number)

(atomic number)

neutrons

27
13

14

13



NOTE:  round the atomic mass
Calcium

Protons = __ Neutrons = __ Electrons  = __
Nickel

Protons = __ Neutrons =  __  Electrons =  __
Gold

Protons = __ Neutrons =  __ Electrons =  __



Calcium
Protons = 20; Neutrons 20; Electrons 20

Nickel
Protons = 28; Neutrons 31; Electrons 28

Gold
Protons = 79; Neutrons 118; Electrons 79



The number of neutrons in an atom can change.
Therefore two atoms of the same kind of element do 
not have the same atomic mass

Atoms of the same kind of elements that have 
different numbers of neutrons are called 
isotopes.  

Proton and electron number stays the same, neutron 
number differs

Element symbols are written in a special way to 
bring attention to the varying number of 
neutrons in the atom.  







Electrons
Constantly in motion orbiting the atomic nucleus
Negative charge (-)
Mass is 9.0 x 10-31kg

The mass of electrons is so much smaller when 
compared to the mass of neutrons and protons that it is 
not very important in determining the overall atomic 
mass of an atom.  

This is why we can calculate the number of neutrons in an 
atom by subtracting the atomic number from the atomic 
mass.  



Electrons are constantly in motion around the 
nucleus

Electrons are attracted to the positive charges in the 
nucleus produced by the protons so they remain in 
orbit around the nucleus (instead of zipping away!)
Electrons move around in energy levels called 
electron clouds or electron shells
Each energy level can hold a specific number of 
electrons and no more

1st level can hold up to 2 electrons
2nd level can hold up to 8 electrons
3rd level can hold up to 8 electrons



2

8
8

18





Shows the valence electrons
The electrons in the outer shell
Determines an elements bonding potential

its REACTIVITY!

Valence electrons indicate the number of 
electrons that will be gained, lost, or shared in 
the bonding process
Example:

How many valence e-’s does oxygen have?
How many does it “want”?







In an atom, the mass is calculated from the 
proton(s) and the neutron(s).

The mass of the electron(s) is ignored since it is so much 
less.  

Atoms are neutral because they have an equal 
number of protons and electrons.  
If you know the number of protons in an atom 
you can determine the number of electrons in that 
same atom!

Number of protons = number of electrons in an ATOM 
If you have a periodic table you can figure out 
how many protons, electrons and neutrons an 
atom has!  



A compound is a substance made of atoms of 
different elements bonded together in a certain 
ratio.

Examples include water and carbon dioxide
Water:  H2O    

Two hydrogen atoms for every one   oxygen atom
Carbon dioxide:  CO2

One carbon atom for every two oxygen atoms





A compound’s properties can be different than 
the properties of the elements that make up the 
compound

Example:  water
Hydrogen is a gas at room temperature

Oxygen is a gas at room temperature

Water is a liquid at room temperature



Example:  salt  NaCl
Sodium is a soft metal at room temperature

You can cut it with a butter knife
Violently reacts with water

Chlorine is a gas at room temperature
Poisonous – used as chemical weapon in WWI

Salt is edible and essential for our survival!



Chemical formula 
Shorthand used to describe a compound or molecule
Examples

NaCl
One sodium atom and one chlorine atom

H2O
Two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom

2H2O
2 x (two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom)
Two molecules of water

Two hydrogen atoms  and one oxygen atom connected to 
two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.



Elements whose atoms have unfilled energy 
levels undergo chemical reactions to become 
stable
Chemical bonds, either covalent or ionic, are 
formed

Chemical bonds are forces that hold two or more 
atoms together

Bond formation involves the electrons that 
surround the nucleus
Atoms bond to form compound or molecules
3 types of bonds

Covalent
Ionic
Hydrogen 



Chemical bond formed when atoms share a pair 
of electrons

It is the sharing of electrons that holds the atoms 
together
Two atoms may form multiple covalent bonds to 
sharemultiple pairs of electrons

Covalent bonding of atoms forms molecules
Molecule – two or more atoms held together by 
covalent bonds
Example:  water

H2O
Covalent bonds are represented by a straight line 
connecting the two atoms joined by the bond



Two atoms may share more than one pair of 
electrons to form more than one covalent bond
If two atoms share one pair of electrons they 
form a single covalent bond 

2 electrons total shared
If two atoms share two pairs of electrons they 
form a double covalent bond

4 electrons total shared
If two atoms share three pairs of electrons they 
form a triple covalent bonds

6 electrons total shared



Examples with dots:  
water

Carbon dioxide
Diatomic nitrogen



Notation used to represent the valence 
electrons surrounding atoms

Also shows the interaction of electrons to form 
covalent and ionic bonds.

Draw electron dots in set order.
Electron dots are drawn independently and then 
pairs are created

Move electron dots to represent covalent 
bonds.

All electron dots should be spaced out to form four 
or less groups.  
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2

1



Two atoms of the same element bonded 
together by the sharing of electrons
Diatomic molecules include:  

Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, 
bromine, iodine

Example:  Diatomic oxygen
O2



Chemical bond formed when electrons are 
transferred from one atom to another atom
This created ions.

The atom losing the electron becomes a positive ion
The atom gaining the electron becomes a negative 
ion

Ion – positively or negatively charged atom

This charge difference attracts the two ions to 
each other

Opposites attract!
The attraction creates an ionic compound or ionic 
bond







Ions play an important role in determining the 
shapes (tertiary and quartenary structures) of 
proteins 
Ions are involved in the process of enzymatic 
catalysis 
Ions are important in determining the shapes of 
chromosomes. 
Ions play a role in cell shape 
They are important in establishing polarized 
membranes for neuron function and muscle 
contraction 



The best example of a biological process using 
ions is the sodium pump. 

The sodium-potassium pump moves sodium ions 
and potassium ions in opposite directions across a 
plasma membrane. 
It is easiest to understand when considering 
neurons. 

Moving sodium ions and potassium ions in the 
opposite direction across the plasma membrane of a 
neuron causes the neuron to go from neutral to having 
a charge, thereby sending the electrical signal through 
the axon and dendrites of the neuron.



Calcium is the most common mineral in the human 
body. 

About 99% of the calcium in the body is found in bones and 
teeth, while the other 1% is found in the blood and soft tissue.

Calcium levels in the blood and fluid surrounding the 
cells (extracellular fluid) must be maintained within a 
very narrow concentration range for normal 
physiological functioning. 
The physiological functions of calcium are so vital to 
survival that the body will demineralize bone to 
maintain normal blood calcium levels when calcium 
intake is inadequate. Thus, adequate dietary calcium is 
a critical factor in maintaining a healthy skeleton.



Calcium is necessary to stabilize a number of 
proteins and enzymes, optimizing their 
activities. 
The binding of calcium ions is required for the 
activation of the seven "vitamin K-dependent" 
clotting factors in the coagulation cascade.  
The term, "coagulation cascade," refers to a 
series of events, each dependent on the other 
that stops bleeding through clot formation.



Calcium plays a role in controlling the constriction and 
relaxation of blood vessels (vasoconstriction and 
vasodilation), nerve impulse transmission, muscle 
contraction, and the secretion of hormones like insulin.
Excitable cells, such as skeletal muscle and nerve cells, 
contain voltage-dependent calcium channels in their cell 
membranes that allow for rapid changes in calcium 
concentrations. 

For example, when a muscle fiber receives a nerve impulse that 
stimulates it to contract, calcium channels in the cell membrane open to 
allow a few calcium ions into the muscle cell. These calcium ions bind 
to activator proteins within the cell, which release a flood of calcium 
ions from storage vesicles inside the cell. The binding of calcium to the 
protein, troponin-c, initiates a series of steps that lead to muscle 
contraction. The binding of calcium to the protein, calmodulin, activates 
enzymes that breakdown muscle glycogen to provide energy for 
muscle contraction.
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